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Learning Greek With Aesop
1. [AESOP] LE ROY, Chrétien. [Greek, Latin & French] Nouveau choix des fables
d’Esope, avec la version Latine, et l’explication des mots en François; divisé en trois
parties. Pour les classes de sixième, cinquième & quatrième. Paris: Barbou, 1770. SOLD
8vo, 10, [2], 114, [2] pp. Greek, roman, and italic types; typographical headpieces.
Contemporary mottled calf, richly gilt-tooled spine; corners and spine
extremities worn; with the bookplate of Marc-Edmé Rigollot (1749-1832), and the
ownership signature of his son, Marcel Jérôme Rigollot (1786-1854), both
distinguished physicians of Amiens (see below).
FIRST EDITION of a very rare French schoolbook being an introduction to Greek
for children by Chrétien Le Roy (1711-1780). The book was intended for pupils in
the French sixth, fifth and fourth grades—these grades are equivalent roughly to
the modern American Middle School fifth to eighth grade (ages 11 to 14).

The book is divided into three parts. The first, suitable for the lower grade, is
intended for children who are introduced to Greek for the first time; after an
introduction to the Greek alphabet, this section contains eight short and simple
fables of Aesop, with each line of Greek text directly followed by a Latin
translation, and each fable followed by extensive elementary grammatical
explanations in French. For the next grade fourteen longer fables are chosen, no
longer interlined with their Latin translation which is separately added, and still
followed by Greek grammatical explanations. Finally, the third part, intended for
the higher grade, contains eighteen still more challenging fables, again with the
Latin translations separately added and with French explanatory notes on the
Greek grammar.
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The author, Chrétien Le Roy (1711-1780), taught at the Collège du Cardinal le
Moine, a middle school attached to the Paris University. Le Roy was the author
of other such elementary Greek textbooks.
As is to be expected, this elementary Aesopian Greek textbook is remarkably
rare: OCLC records only two locations: Besançon-BM and the Palaiseau École
polytechnique. (It must also be noted that although OCLC also locates a defective
copy from John Adams's library of this supposedly 1770 edition at the Boston
Public Library, this may easily be demonstrated to consist of a later edition, as
evidenced by its pagination: 165, [2] pp., which corresponds to that of the 1778
edition. A digitized version of this copy may be consulted online:
https://archive.org/details/nouveauchoixdesf00aeso
The first owner of the present copy of the first edition was Marc-Edmé Rigollot
(1749-1732), the most celebrated physician of Amiens who played an important
political role in the city at the time of the Revolution; the copy then passed to his
son, Marcel Jérôme Rigollot (1786-1854), who, besides also being a distinguished
physician, was also a celebrated art historian, who, after serving as physician in
Napoleon's Imperial Army, settled in Amiens and produced numerous scholarly
works, including a catalogue of the works of Leonardo da Vinci (1849).
§ Quérard, La France littéraire, ou Dictionnaire bibliographique des savants, historiens
et gens de lettres de la France (Paris, 1833), vol. V, p. 212.
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Yolande Bonhomme's First Fully Illustrated Bible
2. BIBLE. Latin.
Bonhomme, 1551.

Biblia Sancta, Vetus Testamentum Novumque. Paris: Yolande
SOLD

Two parts in one volume, 8vo (180 x 125 mm), [8], 480; 136, [112] leaves; both titles
within the same historiated woodcut border; Kerver's printer's device [Renouard
505] on the first title, with another [Renouard 503] on the second; numerous
woodcut initials; with 216 metal- and wood-engraved illustrations (103 in the OT,
and 113 in NT). Partly restored contemporary brown calf, single gilt fillet round
sides, at centers large shaped cartouche filled with azured arabesques, five raised
bands on spine, gilt floral tool in the compartments, with the name of the original
owner ('Claude Herbet') stamped in gilt in the second; considerable binding
repairs, with remaining portions of original backstrip mounted on new leather;
all edges gilt; two old signatures on title page cancelled in ink at an early date;
internally a fine copy.
The first fully illustrated Bible printed by Yolande Bonhomme, daughter of a
great printer (Pasquier Bonhomme) and widow of another (Thielman Kerver).
Yolande took over the Kerver press after the death of her husband in 1522. She
and Charlotte Guillard were the foremost women printers of the French
Renaissance; her editions are sought-after and are not common.

Yolande had published three previous editions of the Latin Bible, 1526, 1530, and
1534; the present, by far the rarest, is her first fully illustrated Bible (each of the
previous three contained only two woodcuts).
The Bible contains two sets of illustrations: a series of 103 Old Testament
metalcuts, which first appeared in 1539 in Regnault's Historiarum Veteris
Instrumenti Icones, and are in imitation of the Holbein cuts issued at Lyon, 1538;
these cuts are oblong in shape, many signed "PR", many "IF", and some bear both
pairs of initials (cf. Mortimer, French Books, 280).
The series of 113 New Testament woodcuts appeared first in 1540 in Pierre
Regnault's Biblia picturis illustrata; these are of a vertical narrow shape; two of the
cuts are signed: the Beheading of John the Baptist (fol. BB3v) is signed "IF", and
Apocalypse xii (RR3v) is signed "PR". The latter are believed to be the initials of
Pierre Regnault, as owner of the cuts rather than as cutter, while the former are
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believed to be those of Jacques Le Fèvre (Jakob Faber), known to have cut
Holbein's designs for printers at Basel before coming to Paris: for a detailed
discussion of this important and influential Biblical series, see A.F. Johnson,
"Some French Bible Illustrations in the Sixteenth Century," Gutenberg-Jahrbuch
(1935), 190-92, and Mortimer, op. cit., no. 280.
A very rare book which is not located in Darlow & Moule, or in the Catalogue of
the Copinger Collection of Editions of the Latin Bible; this edition is represented in
American collections by only two copies: General Theological Seminary (New
York) and SMU.
§ BL STC, p. 54; not in Darlow & Moule, not in Copinger, not in Adams.
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The First Miniature Greek Testament
3. BIBLE. NEW TESTAMENT IN GREEK. [Greek] THS KAINHS
DIAQHKHS APANTA. Novum Iesu Christi Domini Nostri Testamentum. Sedan:
Jean Jannon, 1628 (colophon: 1 March 1629).
SOLD
32mo (leaf size: 82 x 45 mm = 31/8 x 16/8 in), 571, [1] pp.; Greek type; small
typographical ornament on title page and at the end; typographical headpieces.
Contemporary red morocco; triple gilt fillet round sides, flat spine divided into
five panels richly gilt with floral patterns, morocco title-label in second panel
lettered in gilt; all edges gilt; small modern bookplate with monogram 'LA'
surrounded by a motto printed in Greek; a fine copy with some slight surface
wear to binding.
The first printed miniature Greek New Testament, which was known as the
smallest Greek Testament ever printed, until two centuries later when, in 1828,
Pickering issued his miniature edition (see Darlow & Moule, loc. cit. below).
This pretty little book was beautifully printed by the distinguished typographer
Jean Jannon, who, after printing for Robert Estienne II in Paris, established his
own press at Sedan, where he gained fame for the minute types which he cut.
§ Brunet V, 738; Darlow & Moule 4676; Spielmann 385.
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Unrecorded References to American Indians and the Smoking of Tobacco
4. BOUCHET, Guillaume. Les Serées... Divisées en trois livres ... Edition derniere.
Augmentée & reveuë par l'Autheur ... outre toutes les precedentes impressions cy devant
faictes. Lyon: Simon Rigaud, 1615.
$1,750
Three parts bound in one volume, 12mo, 464 pp.; 328 pp. (misn. 338); [1] leaf, 310
pp., [1] blank leaf; first title printed in red and black; woodcut printer's device on
titles; typographical headpieces, some ornamental initials. Contemporary calf,
back gilt in compartments, with five raised bands; spine extremities worn, with
other surface wear; main title dusty; margins a bit short but never affecting
printed text.
Posthumously revised edition of the complete three books of the Serées (i.e.,
"Soirées," or after-dinner talks) by Guillaume Bouchet (1513-1593), a bookseller of
Poitiers, member of the literary group of the city. Bouchet's popular Serées consist
of essays, anecdotes, and jokes which formed the wide variety of subjects of the
conversations of the group meeting in the evening.
The stories were intended to amuse an unsophisticated readership, devoid of
prudishness, and are consequently often quite Rabelaisian in content — Brunet
(I, 1166) expressed his disgust for the obscenities and double-entendres that fill
the work, and whose humor, he felt, could only be appreciated by people who
have a special taste for these kinds of obscene jokes.
Bouchet published three collections of Serées, each originally comprising twelve
books: the first in 1584, a second in 1597, and a third in 1598. The three collections
were first published together in 1608 with the text considerably revised and
augmented from a copy made by the author. The text of the present Lyon
edition, whose title boasts of being "revised and augmented beyond all editions
so far printed,” and was issued with title page dated 1614 or 1615, may be the
second complete edition—another edition dated 1615 was issued in Rouen.
Each book deals with a specific topic: the entire first book concerns wine,
accounting for the Serées being included in enological bibliographies. Other
books cover subjects on such diverse topics as water, women and girls, dogs,
horses, newlyweds, cuckolds, thieves, monsters, hunchbacks, lawyers and the
law, physicians and medicine, music and musical instruments, artists and their
works (with mention of Michelangelo, Raphael, Mantegna, et al), descriptions of
diseases such as cancer and lupus and their supposed causes, languages, Moors
and Negroes, fat people and diet, pregnant women, blindness, dreams, etc.
Besides the obligatory references to classical authors, Bouchet cites more modern
literary figures such as Boccaccio, Rabelais, Ronsard, and Henri Estienne; his
most frequently cited author, however, is Montaigne whose first book of Essays
had been published in 1580; it is clear that Bouchet was one of the earliest writers
to cite Montaigne's classic work, beginning in 1584, date of the first collection of
Serées.
It appears to have remained unnoticed that Bouchet's work contains numerous
references to the New World, including Brazil, Peru, Mexico, and Canada, of
which the following may be cited:
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VOLUME I:
Book 2: The author reports on the deleterious effects on humans of the waters of
Brazil and 'la Floride' (pp. 85-86).
Book 4: Bouchet tells of a traveler to America reporting that, "our dances are
more lascivious than those of the Americans and savages of Brazil, even though
they dance in the nude" ('nos danses estoyent plus lascives que celles des
Ameriquains & sauvages de la terre de Bresil, encore qu'ils soiyent nuds"). He
furthermore relates that the Indians dance to the rhythm of the music provided
by "large reeds open at one end" (161-162).
Book 5: Bouchet refers to "the Devil of the savages of America whom they call
Aignan" ('le Diable des Sauvages de l'Amerique, qu'il nomment Aignan' [196]).
VOLUME II:
Book 17: Account of an American beast named 'Hay,' resembling a she-monkey
that is believed never to eat but survives merely on odors and wind (145).
Book 20: In this book, which deals with hunchbacks and other bodily
deformities, the relatively normal and straight posture of American natives is
attributed to their having not been swaddled in restrictive linen when young
(214).
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Book 20: Reports of Brazilian Indians who, because of the decorative feathers
adorning their bodies, are believed to have furry bodies (219).
Book 22: On the sexual customs of Canadian Indians during the female's
pregnancy (251).
Book 24: Mexican women's method of nursing their young (313).
VOLUME III:
Book 25: A relatively detailed reference to smoking and tobacco, which is
described as "... A plant which the Americans (a part of the world recently
discovered, extending over more than 2000 leagues) name Petum; they take four
or five leaves of it, which they let dry in the sun, and which they then roll up into
another larger leaf, like a spice cone; this done, they light the small end and bring
the cone to their mouth, puffing smoke from it, a practice which feeds them for
five or six days without their needing to consume anything else; they do this
especially when they go to war and when necessity forces them. Whether one
partakes of nicotiane, or Queen's Grass (which some now also call Petum), and
fails to find this quality in it, rest assured that these two plants have nothing in
common … with the real Petum of the Americans (17).
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Description of Indians smoking Tobacco
Book 31: An exchange between a Brazilian Indian and a French merchant
illustrating the insatiable avarice of 'civilized' people, who will risk dangers and
even death crossing the seas to acquire riches, only to lose them when they die,
whereas the Indians, whom we call 'savages', simply depend on the bounty of
nature and the fertility of the soil (186-187).
Book 35: On the language of Brazilian natives (265).
Despite all these examples—and possibly others not detected—Bouchet's work is
not cited in any catalogue or bibliography of Americana, including Borba de
Moraes's Bibliographia Brasiliana.
§ Brunet I, 1165; Tchemerzine I, 932-933.
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With the Signature of a Saint
5. COMPAGNIA DELLA PIETÀ DI S. AMBROGIO DI PAVIA. Decreti, o sia,
Ordini Della Compagnia intitollata La Pieta di novo fondata et eretta in Pavia sotto la
protettione del Padre Sto. Ambrosio, il giorno xviii Iuglio M.D.L.X.X.III. [Pavia]:
manuscript, dated 18 July 1573.
$7,500
4to (228 x 175 mm = 9" x 6-6/8"), 38 leaves, of which the last ten are blank; 20
lines per page, brownish ink in a clear hand. Loose in its original vellum
wrappers.
The original manuscript of the rules and regulations of the now defunct religious
monastic order known as the Compagnia della Pietà di S. Ambrogio di Pavia,
founded in 1572 in Pavia under Ippolito de' Rossi, bishop of the city.
The rules of the Compagnia, which was founded to assist the poor and needy,
are divided into three parts: I. Description of the purpose and title of the
company, its internal organization and the number and duties and functions of
the officers, and the method of electing them and their authority; II. How new
brothers are introduced, admitted or rejected, the frequency of meetings and
their secrecy; III. The ethical conduct of brothers and fulfillment of their duties
with regard to aid to the needy, as well as the punishments of those who violate
these rules.
The congregation was disbanded in 1803, as a result of the invasion of Pavia by
the troops of Napoleon, six years earlier.
The rules, dated 18 July 1573, are approved and signed by bishop Ippolito de'
Rossi (Hippolitus de Rubeis, also known as Hippolytus Rubeus, 1531-1591), and by
bishop Alexander Sauli (1534-1592). The latter, a saint of the Roman Catholic
Church, was appointed in 1571 by Pius V to the ancient see of Aleria, Corsica,
then bishop of Pavia; he was beatified by Benedict XIV, in 1742, and canonized by
Pope Pius X, 11 December 1904. His feast is celebrated on October 11.
A printed version of these rules was published in Milan, 1667, at the press of
Lodovico Monza; of this edition only one copy appears to be recorded, housed at
the University of Illinois.
§ G. Franchi, La Congregazione di S. Ambrogio, Pavia, 1897.
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First Edition of Cyrano's Fantastic Voyage to the Sun
6. CYRANO DE BERGERAC, Savinien. Les nouvelles oeuvres contenant l'histoire
comique des Estats & Empires du Soleil . . . et autres pieces divertissantes. Paris:
Charles de Sercy, 1662.
$1,500
Two parts in one volume, 12mo, [23] leaves (including frontispiece portrait by Le
Doyen after Heince), 556, 168 pp., [3] leaves; a few ornamental capitals and
headpieces. Later half vellum over marbled boards; bound a bit tightly; a few
side-notes cropped closely.
FIRST EDITION of this collection of posthumous works by the celebrated
freethinker, duelist, dramatist, and a precursor in the field of science fiction. The
first part consists of Cyrano's description of a fantastic voyage to the Sun: Histoire
comique des estate et empires du Soleil, which is intended as a kind of sequel to his
similar work on the Empires of the Moon; here too, Cyrano's description of the
Sun's inhabitants and institutions provides an occasion for social and political
satire. This first edition is recognized as one of the most subversive texts of its
time, criticizing the monarchy, praising the republic, denying the immortality of
the soul, etc. Among the works in the second group, the most important is
Cyrano's Cartesian tract on physics, left unfinished at his death: Fragment de
physique ou la science des choses naturelles (p. [71]-168).
Cyrano’s portrait, designed by Heince and engraved by Le Doyen, was probably
the origin of the legend of the man with such a prodigious nose. Two editions
exist dated 1662, one with frontispiece portrait, of which the present is an
example, and one without and with the mention "sur l'imprimé" characteristic of
counterfeits; although Tchemerzine unaccountably declared the latter the real
first edition, his error was corrected by the critic J.-C. Courbin who gave priority
to the present edition, stressing its rarity (cf. Bulletin du Bibliophile, 1978, pp. 12-21).
§ Brunet II, 461; Tchemerzine (Scheler ed.), II, 711; Lever, La Fiction narrative, p.
32; Cioranescu 22749.
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One of the Very Few Copies Known With Charlotte Guillard’s Imprint
7. DIONYSIUS CARTUSIANUS [DENIS LE CHARTREUX]. D. Dionysii
Carthusiani in omnes beati Pauli epistolas commentaria ... Eiusdem In VII. Epistolas
Canonicas, Acta Apostolorum, Apocalypsim, & Hymnos Ecclesiasticos ... Enarrationes.
Paris: Charlotte Guillard, October 1551.
$1,500
Two parts in one volume, folio, [4], 130 leaves (including last blank); [6], 170
leaves; Charlotte Guillard's publisher's woodcut device [Renouard 177: Claude
Chevallon's mark with substitution of his widow's name] on both title pages;
ornamental woodcut initials. Contemporary limp vellum with overlapping fore
edges, traces of ties; rear cover stained and with defective lower outer corner; on
the first title page is the signature in a contemporary hand of the volume's first
owner: 'Joannes Froissardus' (see below).

The important and exhaustive commentary on the Epistles of St. Paul
(with the Biblical Latin text) by Dionysius the Carthusian (Denys
Ryckel,1402-1471), the Flemish theologian whose mystical experiences
gained for him the title of 'Doctor Ecstaticus.' His numerous writings were
extremely popular, one of them (his treatise on processions) having the
distinction of being one of the first books printed in the New World (in
Spanish translation): Compendio breve de la manera de como se han de hazer las
processiones (Mexico, 1544).
15
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The second part consists of Dionysius's exhaustive commentaries on the
Seven Canonical Epistles, the Acts of the Apostles, Revelation, and the
Ecclesiastical Hymns. In both parts the Latin text of the Bible is set off in
italics within brackets interspersed within the commentary which is
printed in roman. This second part opens with the dedicatory preface
reprinted from the 1533 edition by the editor, Dirk Loër (d. 1554), Vicar of
the Carthusians of Cologne, to Nicolas West, Bishop of Ely (1461-1533).
This edition was published by Charlotte Guillard, widow of Claude
Chevallon, and the foremost woman printer of the French Renaissance: see
B. Beech, "Charlotte Guillard: A Sixteenth-Century Business Woman,"
Renaissance Quarterly, XXXVI (1983), 354-367. Of the present edition, which
was printed by R. Masselin for various publishers, only three copies may
be located with Charlotte Guillard's imprint: BnF, Barcelona, and Boston
College; furthermore, this appears to be one of the very few copies in
which the second title page is dated 1551: in most known copies it is dated
1552.
This copy belonged to Jean Froissard (d. 1595), first President of the
Parliament of Dole; it is to him that the Cardinal de Granvelle addressed
his Lettres inédites (1864): see De La Chenaye-Desbois: Dictionnaire de la
noblesse, Paris 1773, vol. 6, p. 694.
§ Adams D-598 (Perier issue).
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Of Utmost Rarity
8. ERASMUS, Desiderius. Declamationes quatuor. I. Encomium matrimonii. II.
Encomium artis medicae. III. De Morte. Quartae argumentum suo loco videatur.
Cologne: Johannes Soter for Gottfried Hittorp, [1523-1524].
SOLD
8vo, 38 leaves: A-D8, E6; Title within an elaborate ornamental woodcut border,
four woodcut initials; woodcut printer's device at the end surrounded by a motto
("One should pray for a healthy mind in a healthy body") printed in four
languages: Greek, Hebrew, Latin, and Ethiopic. Early 20th-century brown
Jansenist morocco, spine with five raised bands, inner gilt dentelles, gilt edges
(by Stroobants); inside front cover is an armorial bookplate with the motto: "Non
pas faire ce que l'on veut, mais vouloir ce que l'on fait" (a quotation from the
French philosopher Émile-Auguste Chartier, known as Alain [1868-1951]). Some
faded marginalia in an early hand; some binding discoloration, but overall an
excellent copy.
Very rare edition of this collection of
Erasmus's Four Declamations, comprising
the controversial "In Praise of Marriage,"
written in 1509 in honor of the marriage of
Erasmus's former pupil Lord Mountjoy;
when it was first published, in 1518, this
declamation was seen by the Louvain and
Paris theologians as a condemnation of
clerical celibacy, and was attacked by,
among others, the Flemish anti-Lutheran
theologian Josse Clichtove (1472-1543),
against whom Erasmus had to defend his
views as late as 1532 in his Dilutio eorum quae
Iod. Clithoveus scripsit adversus declamationem
suasoriam matrimonii.
In the second work, "In Praise of Medicine,"
which
Erasmus
dedicates
to
the
distinguished physician Henricus Afinius,
the chief physician of Antwerp, he presents a
view of medical ethics that identifies
competence, beneficence and diligence as the
physician’s primary moral obligations.
The third speech, "On Death," consists of a consolation for the untimely death of
a son; the fourth is a brief speech delivered for the benefit of Philip of Burgundy,
bishop of Utrecht: Declamatiuncula. Oratio Episcopi respondentis iis, qui sibi nomine
populi gratulati essent, & omnium nomine obedientiam quam vocant, detulissent.
Although these four declamations had been published in various forms and
collections as early as 1518, this particular combination, under the general title
Declamationes quatuor, first appeared in an Antwerp edition in November 1523
(Nijhoff-Kronenberg 812), and was reprinted three times during Erasmus's
lifetime: in the present undated Cologne edition, and twice more in Cologne in
editions dated 1525 (VD16, E 2817) and 1536 (VD16, E2820)
17
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Since of these three Cologne editions the present undated edition is the only one
to reproduce both the wording of the title and the text of the 1523 Antwerp
edition exactly (both the 1525 and 1536 editions contain an additional short text
not present here: De Amplexanda Virtute), it must have been issued soon after it,
and certainly no later than 1524—although, because the edition is undated,
bibliographers often confuse it with either the edition dated 1525 or 1536.
The present edition is remarkably rare: besides a small handful of copies in
European libraries, the only copy located in an American collection appears to be
that at Cornell.
§ VD16 E2611 (cf. VD16 E2805, E2818, E3081); Bezzel 907; Vander Haeghen 71;
Rotterdam Erasmus Catalogue, p. 87 (5D11:1).
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Pseudonymous Roman à Clef
9. ERYTHRAEUS, Janus Nicius [i.e. ROSSI, Gian Vittorio]. Iani Nicii Erythraei
Eudemiae libri decem. Cologne [i.e. Amsterdam?]: Jost Kalckhoven [i.e. J. Blaeu?],
1645.
$750
12mo, [16], 253, [3]. Woodcut printer's device on title; woodcut ornamental
capitals; full-page engraved portrait of the author. Contemporary vellum over
boards; binding a bit soiled; some light browning of paper.
Bizarre allegorical and satirical roman à clef in Latin prose and verse, in which
everything and everyone appears to be pseudonymous—not only the names of
the characters and places, but even the name of the author himself, the printer
(Jodocus Calcovius), and the place of publication (Coloniae Ubiorum).
The author, Gian Vittorio Rossi (1591-1640), who wrote and published under a
Hellenized version of his name, 'Janus Nicius Erythraeus,' was trained in letters
and philosophy under the Jesuits at the Roman College, and then studied law at
the Sapienza University of Rome. In 1610 he was appointed secretary to Cardinal
Andrea Perreti, a position he held until the cardinal's death in 1628. He then
retired to his house on the Gianicolo in Rome, which became a meeting-place for
Rossi's fellow intellectuals, including Alessandro Tassoni, Giovanni Ciampoli,
Leone Allacci, Gabriel Naudé, et al.)

Rossi's earliest publication was a preliminary version of this work in eight books,
published in 1637 at an unnamed press but believed, on typographical grounds,
to be the Leiden branch of the Elzevirs (see Willems 456). In the present second—
but first complete—edition, two books have been added. The narrative begins
when two first-century Romans caught in the conspiracy of Sejanus against
Tiberius decide to avoid the emperor's wrath by fleeing by sea into voluntary
exile. They are caught in a storm which drives them to an island named
Eudemia, unknown to the rest of the world, and which the author places within
the same latitude as Plato's Atlantis and Thomas More's Utopia; however, whilst
19
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these two earlier models depicted societies that embraced the ideals of every
virtue, Rossi depicts the citizens of Eudemia (which gives its name to his book)
as reproducing, in startling fashion, the corrupt customs, not of ancient Rome,
but of the Rome of his own day—the Rome of the papacy. Everything that the
two exiles witness about the morals and customs of the inhabitants of Eudemia
make up the narrative of the work. Thus, under the guise of an allegory, the
author has unmasked the vices of his fellow-citizens, and in particular, of the
high dignitaries of the Roman Church.
Literary scholars and historians have been able to unmask some of the
protagonists' pseudonyms—e.g. ‘Tyrrhenus’ = Cardinal Fabio Chigi, the future
Pope Alexander VII—but others still await identification.
Although the title page states that the edition was printed at Cologne by Jodocus
Calcovius (Jost Kalckhoven, a known Cologne printer), it has been suggested that
the real printer was J. Blaeu in Amsterdam: see Willems, Les Elzevier, p. 114: note
to no. 456.
§ VD17 23:275940F; Paisey (BL German 17C), E546.
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The First Successful Greek Textbook Published in French
A Major Influence on Racine
10. [LANCELOT, Claude]. Nouvelle methode pour apprendre facilement la langue
greque: contenant les regles des declinaisons, etc. Paris: Antoine Vitré, for Pierre Le
Petit, 1655.
$1,800
8vo (185 x 122 mm), xxxix, [1], 574, [10] pp. Woodcut ornament on title.
Contemporary calf over boards; double gilt fillet around sides; five raised bands
on spine, five compartments with central floral gilt ornament, title gilt in second
compartment; apart from binding surface wear, a fine, large and very fresh copy
in its first binding of a book normally found in poor condition. On both pastedowns is the early ownership signature 'Arnault', repeated twice on title page
with the addition of 'Port-Royal'.
FIRST EDITION of the Port-Royal Greek
grammar -- not to be confused with the
abridged version issued the same year. In
1626, a group of hermetic Jansenists took
over a vacant convent at Port-Royal. By
the 1650's, the community had evolved
into a renowned center for children's
schooling. The celebrated pedagogue
Claude Lancelot (1616-1695) was in charge
of teaching Greek and mathematics. The
present Greek grammar is the first
successful Greek textbook published in
French.
Until the 1640's, children learned Latin
and Greek through grammars written in
Latin, and by repeating phrases in these
languages themselves. Lancelot's Latin
textbook in 1644 and this Greek textbook
marked an important advance in the field
of education, the acceptance and use of
vernacular.
Although originally conceived to serve as
a textbook for the use of the Jansenists at Port-Royal, the book's fame rapidly
spread abroad, and editions succeeded one another with great rapidity until the
end of the 19th century; an English translation (by Thomas Nugent) appeared in
the mid-18th century, which itself became quite popular.
The most famous product of the Port-Royal "New Greek Method" was the great
dramatist Racine, who entered the Port-Royal school that very year (1655), and
whose strong dependence on Greek themes for the subjects of his tragedies has
been attributed to the influence of Lancelot: cf. R. C. Knight, Racine et la Grèce,
30ff.
§ Brunet IV, 117; Cioranescu 39932; Barbier III, 557; cf. Sandys II, 290.
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11. LAURARIO, Bartolomeo (ed.). Opusculum rarissimum q[uod] Refugium
aduocatorum Laurarium vocitatur. Venice: Bernardino Benali, 31 May 1516. $2,500
4to (210 x 155 mm), [6], LXX leaves (fol. IX and XXXXII misnumbered X and
XXXV); gothic type in double columns, large ornamental initials; two full-page
woodcut illustrations: the Flagellation of Christ (verso of t.p.), and the allegorical
Tree of Judgments (verso of fol. [6]). Early vellum-backed boards; renewed
endpapers; first two leaves of text lightly browned; water damage to extreme
outer fore-edges of last 20 leaves (far from text).

The only edition of this version of the classic collection of three early Renaissance
works on civil and criminal law known as the Refugium advocatorum ('The Refuge
of Lawyers'); it is the only one to be illustrated, as well as the only one edited by
the Paduan jurisconsult Bartolomeo Laurario (Bartholomeus Laurarius
Patavinus, active 15th-16th century), who includes a general preface and
introductions to each text. Laurario has in fact made the work very much his
own by even including the adjectival form of his name in the title: "A Most Rare
Work Which is Named the Laurarian Refuge of Lawyers."
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The collection, first published in 1510 at
Strassburg (VD16 O 276), consists of the
tracts In arborem iudiciorum (or iudiciariam),
by Giovanni Grassi (Joannes de Grassis: fl.
early 15th cent.), De formandis libellis, by
Hermannus de Bare (fl. early 15th cent.), and
the Summa de libellis formandis, by Odofredo
Denari (d. Bologna, 1265). The original
Strassburg editor was Georg Ubelin, to
whom the present Venice edition is often
erroneously attributed. Whilst the present
recension by Laurarius was never re-issued,
that of Ubelin was several times: Lyon 1513,
and Milan 1514, 1519 and 1522. All editions,
including the present, are quite rare.
The editions of this collection are variously
catalogued under the names of the editors,
or under the name of one of the three
authors represented; thus, the present
edition is found listed either s.v. Grassis or
Laurarius—or even, as stated above,
erroneously s.v. Georg Ubelin, who had
absolutely nothing to do with this edition.
The two woodcut plates represent, respectively, the Flagellation of Christ and the
allegorical Tree of Judgments—according to the description of the UCLA copy of
this edition, these plates are by Zoan Andrea (active c. 1475-1519), considered to be
the only known member of Mantegna’s engraving workshop; however, I have
found no concrete evidence for this attribution.
§ Sander 3881; Essling 1897 (with reproduction); USTC 833961; EDIT 16, 21614.
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With Contemporary Criticism of Molière
12. LE PAYS, René. Les nouvelles oeuvres. Paris: Charles de Sercy, 1672.

$750

Two parts in one volume, 12mo, [24], 237; [8], 279 pp. (with an extra title for part
II); woodcut ornaments on both titles, and as head- and tailpieces. Contemporary
vellum over boards; remains of two title-labels on spine.
FIRST EDITION of this collection of letters, poems, and chansons by the
notoriously mannered poet René Le Pays (1636-1690) whose appeal was almost
entirely limited to a female readership—as evidenced by the addressees of the
pieces, most of which are dedicated to anonymous "Mesdames" or "Damoiselles"
often (but not always) identified by their initials only.
Le Pays was met with quite a different reception with his male audience; thus
Boileau referred to him as a “pleasant buffoon,”a judgment that Le Pays accepts
graciously from the great literary critic, and forms the subject of an entire letter
(Second part, second book, first letter: pp. 133-136), in which he argues that
despite Boileau’s satirical remark, he will continue to compose verse, for, after
all, “Molière is not grieved to see wretched clowns on stage, nor does it displease
Le Brun that the realm is filled with ignorant painters.”

This first edition was published in partnership among three publishers, and is
consequently found with three different imprints: Claude Barbin, Denys Thierry,
and Charles de Sercy (as here).
§ Brunet III, 990; Quérard, La France littéraire V, p. 185.
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Erasmus Attacked
13. LÓPEZ DE ZÚÑIGA (or STÚÑICA), Diego. Libellus trium illorum
voluminum praecursor quibus Erasmicas impietates ac blasphemias redarguit. Rome: A.
Blado, 1522.
SOLD
4to (207 x 158 mm), [30] leaves (including last blank): A-F4, G6 (G6 blank); roman
type with frequent use of Greek; large woodcut device on title; woodcut
ornamental initials. Modern goatskin; marginal stains in last six leaves. Copy deaccessioned from the Saint Charles Borromeo Seminary, Philadelphia, with its
stamp on the titlepage and following leaf (TITLE GUARANTEED).
FIRST EDITION of one of a series of polemics by López Zúñiga defending the
Vulgate and attacking Erasmus's 1516 Greek New Testament on philological and
doctrinal grounds.
Diego López Zúñiga (d. 1531), one of the experts gathered at the University of
Alcalá by Cardinal Jiménez to prepare the Complutensian Polyglot Bible, out of a
desire to defend the Latin Vulgate and Christian orthodoxy, published a series of
criticisms on Erasmus's New Testament, publishing his first attack at Alcalá in
1520 (Annotationes contra Erasmum Roterodamum in defensionem tralationis Novi
Testamenti); the following year Erasmus published his first defense (Apologia)
against López Zúñiga, to which the latter replied with his Erasmi Roterodami
blasphemiae et impietates, and with the present Libellus. As William Jones &
Thomas Deutscher pointed out (Contemporaries of Erasmus II, 348-49), although
the controversy between the two scholars, bitter as it was, had been conducted
on the basis of purely scholarly attack and response, these last two attacks by
López Zúñiga "marked the first occasion on which anyone had publicly criticized
the entire religious program of Erasmus to prove that he was a radical heretic.
Erasmus again was quick to respond that same year with another Apologia
against López Zúñiga's attacks (see Vander Haeghen, Bibliotheca Erasmiana I, pp.
11-12).
§ Palau 142057; See: Contemporaries of Erasmus II, 348-49.
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The Earliest Publications of Tanneguy Le Fèvre
14. LUCIAN [LUCIANUS, of Samosata]. [Greek & Latin] Loukianou Timwn.
(Ed. Tanneguy Le Fèvre). Paris: Cramoisy, 1655.
4to, [4] leaves, 111, [1] pp., [2] leaves; large copper-engraved printer's device on
title; woodcut ornamental headpieces.
BOUND WITH:

LUCIAN. [Greek & Latin] Loukianou peri thς peregrinou teleuthς logoς.
Luciani de morte peregrini libellus (Ed. T. Le Fèvre). Paris: Cramoisy, 1653. [4]
leaves, 80, [1] pp., [3] leaves; large copper-engraved printer's device on title; large
decorative copper-engraved opening capital; woodcut ornamental headpieces.
The two works bound together in contemporary vellum over boards; light
marginal water stains in first few leaves of the second work; on front endpapers
is the bookplate and stamp of François Jean Léon de Maleville (1803 – 1879,
French politician, who, during the French Second Republic, was consecutively a
representative in the Constituent Assembly, Minister of the Interior,
representative in the Legislative Assembly, and Senator).
SOLD
FIRST EDITIONS of Le Fèvre's first two publications, consisting of the Greek
texts with his commentaries and Latin translations of two popular satirical
accounts by the second-century Syrian-Greek satirist Lucian of Samosata.

The first, in the form of a dialogue, tells how the fifth-century Timon of Athens
became a misanthrope through the ingratitude of his friends who took his money
and then abandoned him; his discovery of a buried treasure enabled him to
repay them with poetic justice. It is known that Shakespeare borrowed much for
his own Timon of Athens from Lucian's work.
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The second, in the form of a speech by Lucian himself, consists of an account of
the life and death of Peregrinus, a Cynic philosopher who in his youth converted
to Chistianity; following his return to Cynicism, in his old age he became so
enamored of Indic mysteries that he cremated himself. Lucian believes himself to
be exposing Peregrinus's motives not as a search for truth so much as for
celebrity.
The editor/translator, Tanneguy Le Fèvre (1615-1672, also known as Tannegui
Lefebvre, or under the Latinized form of his name, Tanaquillus Faber) was the
foremost French Hellenist of the seventeenth century. Le Fèvre is not only
remembered for the many editions of the classics that he produced, but also for
being the father of Anne Dacier (1645-1720), who became the most erudite
Frenchwoman of her time.
§ Hoffmann II, pp. 545 and 547-548; Cioranescu 41668 and 41666.

No. 14
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The Classic Work on the Rivers of France: Noble Provenance
15. MASSON, Jean Papire. Descriptio Fluminum Galliae, qua Francia est ... Nunc
primum in lucem edita. Paris: Jacques Quesnel, 1518 [i.e.1618].
$1,500
8vo, [6] leaves (including author's engraved portrait by Léonard Gaultier), 684
pp., [13] leaves (with first and last blank); engraved printer's device on title;
woodcut head- and tailpieces, and initials. Contemporary calf, double gilt fillet
round sides, five raised bands on spine, gilt title in second compartments, and
gilt monogram 'NLP' of Nicolas Le Prévost du Parc in the other five, with Le
Prévost's arms stamped in gilt on sides; corners and spine extremities worn;
marginal dampstains. Overall a fine copy in its first binding.
FIRST EDITION of the important
posthumous geographic work on the rivers
and waterways of France by Jean Papire
Masson (1544-1611), celebrated French
historian, biographer, literary critic and
lawyer. The result of many years of
research, the work presents descriptions
and all the information that the author was
able to discover concerning the principal
navigable waterways of France: the Loire,
Seine, Rhône, Garonne, etc., with
descriptions of the regions and cities. In the
printed side-notes are given the vernacular
French names of the regions described in
the Latin text.
The
work,
which
was
published
posthumously by the author's brother,
Jean-Baptiste Masson, proved very popular
and was reprinted in 1678 and 1685
Provenance: Nicolas Le Prévost du Parc
(1556-1630), Royal Counselor to King Henri
III beginning in 1588 (see Olivier-Hermal
1393).
§ Cioranesco 16C, 14786
SEE ADDITIONAL PHOTOS ON THE NEXT PAGE…
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A Very Rare Emblem Book
16. MELLO, Gabriel de. Les divines operations de Jesus, dans le coeur d'une ame
fidelle, par G. D. M. Paris: Jacques Van-Merle, 1673.
SOLD
12mo, [14] leaves, 78 (misnumbered '77') pp., including engraved title and 19
engraved emblems. Contemporary calf; head of spine defective; corners worn;
re-cased, with inner margin of first and last leaf glued on to portion of
endpapers: no text affected.
FIRST EDITION. The author, Gabriel de Mello, about
whom practically nothing is known—e.g. Landwehr gives
his Christian name as Guillaume—except that he was the
author of a handful of similar devotional texts. The
importance of the present work, which the author
dedicates to 'Madame de Baville', lies in its use of the
popular series of 19 engraved emblems from the Cor Jesu
Amanti Sacrum series of the Antwerp artist Anton Wierix
(see Adams, Rawles, Saunders, p. 92). To each of the
emblems the author has added a 6-line Latin verse
description and a 3-page French prose commentary.
Most of the emblems depict the Christ Child engaged in
some activity in the Christian heart: e.g., as a professor
sitting at a desk in the believer's heart, lecturing to angels;
painting pictures (the Last Judgment, the Assumption of
the Virgin and a scene from hell) on the inner wall of the
believer's heart; shooting arrows into the believer's heart to
conquer the fires of lust, etc.
This first edition is of remarkable rarity and survives in a small handful of
copies: the only copy located in an American collection lacks its engraved title
(U. of Illinois).
§ Landwehr, Romanic Emblems Books, 506; Adams, Rawles, Saunders, Bibliography
of French Emblem Books, F415; cf. J.-M. Chatelain, Livres d’emblèmes et de devises: une
anthologie, p. 162.
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The First Full Treatise on Emblems: Lavishly Illustrated
17. MENESTRIER, Claude-Francois, S.J. L'art des emblemes ou s'enseigne la
morale par les figures de la fable, de l'histoire, & de la nature. Ouvrage rempli de prés de
cinq cent figures. Paris: R.J.B. de la Caille, 1684.
$2,900
8vo, 15, [1] pages (including the first blank leaf), 415, [1] pages; typographical
head-and tailpieces; with 366 woodcut illustrations. Contemporary calf, back gilt
in compartments with five raised bands; surface wear; small armorial bookplate
inside upper cover of the French numismatist Jean Tricou (1890-1977), with his
anagrammatic motto: 'TOI VAINCRE'.

FIRST EDITION (not to be confused with the author's earlier work with similar
title: see below) of the monumental, richly illustrated study of emblems by the
prolific Jesuit image theorist Claude-François Menestrier (1631-1705), author of
some 150 works on symbolic subjects: see A. Adams, S. Rawles, A.M. Saunders
(eds.), A Bibliography of Claude-François Menestrier: Printed Editions, 1655-1765
(Geneva, 2012).
The work opens with the definition of emblems, their origins, nature, form, and
various types: moral, political, doctrinal (i.e. pertaining to the arts and sciences),
'chemical' (i.e. occult sciences), heroical, satyrical, and passional (i.e. passions and
emotions). Each of these categories is abundantly illustrated with a series of
pertinent illustrative emblems. These sections are followed by a discussion of the
two essential elements of emblems: their design and explanatory verses.
As Alison Saunders has demonstrated, it is with Menestrier that the emblem
comes into its own as a form worthy of its own full treatise, whereas in earlier
theoretical writings it was discussed in the broader context of devices, and the
main interest of the writers lay in establishing the differences between emblem
and device (Alison Saunders, The Seventeenth-Century French Emblem [Geneva,
2000], pp. 332-333).
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Menestrier gives a very detailed exposition of his
understanding of the emblem, and its function as a
didactic tool. Above all, it is the didactic nature of
emblems that Menestrier emphasizes, describing the way
in which their pleasing combination of word and image
is exploited towards a moralizing end. While
acknowledging Alciati's pioneering role as creator of the
emblem in its modern form, Menestrier insists on the
great antiquity of the genre, stating that "Emblems are as
ancient as the world, in that the world is, so to speak, an
Emblem of the Divine," substantiating this statement by
citing the authority of St. Paul, "who taught that the
things that Man sees are the images and figures
representing the wisdom and power of Him who made
them" ("S. Paul, qui nous apprend que les choses que
nous voyons, sont à l'homme autant d'images & de
figures sensibles qui luy representent la sagesse aussi
bien que la puissance de celuy qui les a faites" (p. 5).
Twenty-two years earlier Menestrier had published a
briefer and entirely different work, containing only ten
leaves of illustrations (L'Art des emblemes, Lyon, 1662), which,
although bearing a similar title, is not considered an earlier
edition of the present work. In his study on Menestrier,
David Graham points out that whereas Menestrier's earlier
work is relatively common, the present is notoriously rare,
and quotes Allut's plausible explanation for this rarity, in his
Recherches sur la vie et sure les oeuvres du P. Claude-François
Menestrier (Lyon, 1856): "The large number of engraved
figures in the text no doubt tempted the covetousness of
children, who amused themselves by cutting them out, and
thus destroyed every copy that passed through their hands" (D. Graham, Claude-François
Menestrier: The Founder of 'Early Modern Grounded Theory', in W. de Boer, K.A.E. Enenkel
& W.S. Melion [edd.], Jesuit Image Theory, Leiden, 2016, p. 120).
§ Brunet III, 1629; Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century Imagery I, p. 423; Landwehr,
Romanic Emblem Books, 516; A. Adams, S. Rawles & A. Saunders, A Bibliography of French
Emblem Books II, F.429; De Backer-Sommervogel V, 928, no. 98.
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18. OBRECHT, Ulrich. Alsaticarum rerum prodromus. Strassburg: Simon Paulli,
1681.
$650
4to, [6] leaves, 332, pp., [8] leaves; copper-engraved vignette on title; copperengraved printer's device at the end; several copper-engravings in the text,
including one full-page. 19th-century vellum-backed boards; early inscription
erased from title page.
ONLY EDITION of this history of Alsatian antiquities, forms of government,
laws, etc. The author, Ulrich Obrecht (1646-1701), a Strassburg historian and legal
scholar, had projected three further volumes which were never published due to
the surrender of Strassburg to Louis XIV the very year of publication of this
volume.
§ VD 17, 23:304090Q; BL German 17C, O12; Haag VIII, 37, no. xviii
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With 178 Woodcut Illustrations by Virgil Solis
19. OVID [Publius Ovidius Naso]. Metamorphoseon libri XV. In singulas quasque
Fabulas Argumenta. Ex postrema Iac. Micylli Recognitione. (Comm. Jacob Micyllus).
Frankfurt: G. Rab, S. Feyerabend, and heirs of W. Han, 1563.
SOLD
8vo, [8] leaves, 573 [1] pp., [9] leaves, printer's device on title; text in italic,
comments in roman; with 178 woodcut illustrations by Virgil Solis (that on page
354 partly hand-colored). Contemporary blind-stamped pigskin over wooden
boards, on the lower cover a central panel of an allegorical figure of Justice; the
panel on the upper cover, which is quite faded and difficult to make out, may
represent Lucretia; roll-tooled borders with portraits, one signed with the
monogram 'FR' (see Haebler I, p. 366); on upper cover is stamped the first
owner's initials, ‘ILHM’ (see below) and the date 1566; two brass catches, with
remains of clasps; some minor stains; early marginalia in a minute hand, and
some line-numbering and underscoring; binding a bit shaken; early ownership
signature signature on title page; housed in a clamshell box.

This edition is one of three works relating to Ovid's Metamorphoses published that
year in Frankfurt; these are commonly confused because they all bear the same
imprint and are all three illustrated with the suite of 178 woodcuts by the
Nuremberg artist and engraver Virgil Solis (1514-1562), whose final work this may
represent.
In the present edition the text of the Metamorphoses is divided into sections
according to the myths which they relate, and each section is introduced by a
brief description of its mythological subject (argumentum) by Jacob Micyllus
(1503-1558) who had studied under Melanchthon at Wittenberg, and taught at
Frankfurt and Heidelberg. (The other two Ovidian works published
simultaneously were an edition of the Metamorphoses accompanied by prose and
elegiac verse paraphrases by Johann Spreng: Metamorphoses Ovidii argumentis
quibus soluta oratione ... & allegoriis elegiaco versu expositae ... per M. Iohan.
Sprengium; the third consisted of Solis's illustrations accompanied by descriptive
quatrains (Tetrasticha) in Latin and German by the German poet Johann Posth
[1537-1597]: Iohan. Posthii Germershemii Tetrasticha in Ovidii Metam. lib. XV ... Schöne
Figuren auss dem Fürtrefflichen Poeten Ovidio.)
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Solis's cuts became immensely popular, being reissued at least 25 times during
the next century to illustrate editions of Ovid and other works, including
Reusner's 1581 Emblemata. Like many other subsequent illustrators of Ovid, Solis's
cuts were loosely based on the suite of 178 woodcuts produced by Bernard
Solomon for De Tournes's Lyon 1557 La Metamorphose d'Ovide figuree, consisting of
a collection of French paraphrases of the Metamorphoses.
The monogram 'ILHM' stamped on the upper cover appears to be that of one
Johannes Langius Hanelbergius, of Magdeburg, who signed his name on the
front free endleaf.
§ Adams O-496; Schweiger 649.
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The Archaeology of a Copy
20. [PERSIUS] FOUQUELIN, Antoine. In Auli Persii Flacci Satyras commentarius,
ad Petrum Ramum, eloquentiae & philosophiae Regium Lutetiae professorem. Paris: A.
Wechel, 1555.
SOLD
4to, [4] leaves, 188 (numbered 186) pp., [4] leaves. Printer's Pegasus device on title,
ornamental initials. Contemporary limp vellum; early cancelled ownership
signature on title; along the lower fore-edges is written in gothic script, 'Foq.
Com. in Per. Sat.'
***In this copy the fourth leaf of every quire has worming in the outer margin
(not affecting text), an indication that this occurred while the edition was still in
unfolded sheets***
FIRST EDITION of this exhaustive commentary by the French scholar Antoine
Fouquelin on the Satires of Persius, including Persius’s text. The Satires of
Persius have always had the reputation of being quite obscure and difficult,
which explains why in this edition the text of the Satires is presented in short
sections of a few verses each followed by several pages of Fouquelin’s
commentary.
Antoine Fouquelin (d. 1561), professor of rhetoric, had been the tutor of the young
Princess Mary Stuart Queen of Scots, to whom he dedicated his best-known
work, La Rhétorique française (1555). Fouquelin himself had been a student of the
great Petrus Ramus (Pierre de la Ramée: 1515-1572), regius professor of philosophy
and eloquence at the Collège de France, to whom he dedicates this commentary.
§ Morgan, Bibliography of Persius, 168; Cioranesco 10234; Adams F-733; Ong,
Ramus, p. 381; see also Catalogus Translationum III, pp. 289f.
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The Most Comprehensive Treatise on the Eucharist
With Attacks on Calvin and Beza
21. SAINCTES, Claude de. De rebus Eucharistiae controversis, repetitiones seu libri
decem. Paris: Pierre L'Huillier, 1576.
$1,500
Folio (377 x 245 mm), [20] (including a4 blank), 396, [12] leaves; roman type; large
woodcut printer's device [Renouard 669: citing this work] on title; woodcut
ornamental headpieces and initials. Handsome modern half leather; several
early inscriptions on title page canceled in ink; internally in fine condition, with
good margins.

FIRST EDITION of the exhaustive treatise on the Eucharist by Claude de Sainctes
(1525-1591), bishop of Evreux and Catholic controversialist, enemy of Calvin and
Beza. This first edition was issued with title pages dated either 1575 or 1576.
This monumental work, which was the most thorough and extensive ever
published on the subject at the time, is considered Sainctes's most important—as
well as the rarest—of all his writings. He defends the dogma of the Church
against those that he considered heretics, including Calvin and Beza. The latter
immediately published a Response to Sainctes: Ad repetitionem primam F. Claudii
de Sainctes De rebus Eucharistiae controversis Responsio (1577).
Sainctes's comprehensive treatise, which became the starting point for all those
who treated this subject after him, is divided into ten sections. The first six deal
with the origins and institution of the Eucharist, proving the reality of the Body
and Blood of Christ through Scripture and the Church Fathers; the next two deal
with Transubstantiation; the ninth deals with Adoration, and the tenth with
Communion under one species (i.e. bread alone), in opposition to the Reformers
who insisted that Communion in both kinds alone had Scriptural warrant.
The author includes a lengthy 16-page dedication to King Henri III; this long,
laudatory dedication becomes ironic in view of later events: soon after Henri III's
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assassination in 1589, Sainctes, who had joined the Catholic League and was very
zealous in his efforts to convert Protestants, was forced to flee Evreux after the
royal troops took possession of it. Among his papers was found a document in
which he approved the murder of Henri III and maintained that one could
likewise kill his successor, Henri IV. Arrested and arraigned, Sainctes was
condemned to death as guilty of high treason. At the request of the Cardinal of
Bourbon, Henri IV commuted his sentence to life imprisonment, and he was
confined in the château of Crèvecoeur where he died in 1591.
§ Cioranesco 20131; Adams S-85.
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Censored Copy; Profusely Annotated by a Contemporary Reader
22. SOPHOCLES. [Greek & Latin] Aiax flagellifer. Callimachi Cyrenaei Hymni in
Iovem & Apollinem [with other matter]. (Ed. & Tr. J. Lonicerus). Basel: J.
Herwagen, August 1533.
SOLD
4to (198 x 150 mm), 129 pp., [1] leaf; Greek and Roman types; printer's device on
title and last leaf; woodcut initials. Contemporary vellum over boards; spine
repaired; binding stained; last ten leaves damp stained.
Ajax was the first play of Sophocles to be published separately, first in Greek
only (Paris, 1530), and then in the present Basel edition which is here
accompanied by the Latin version of the Marburg humanist Johannes Lonicerus,
who also adds his Latin verse translations of two Hymns of Callimachus (to Zeus
and to Apollo), as well as a lengthy original Latin elegiac poem (including four
lines of Greek) in celebration of the birthday of Wilhelm of Hesse.

This is the only edition of Sophocles printed in the original Greek at Basel in the
sixteenth century, and its rarity may best be assessed by its having remained
unknown to the compulsively thorough Frank Hieronymus, who did not list it in
his catalogue of 16th-century Basel Greek printings, stating, erroneously, that
"Sophocles is the only important Greek author not published in Greek at Basel in
the sixteenth century" (Griechischer Geist aus Basler Pressen [Basel, 1992], p. 284).
In this copy every page of the Greek text of Ajax contains extensive manuscript
interlinear and marginal notes in Greek and Latin in a contemporary hand.
This copy fell into the hands of a Catholic censor who systematically erased
every appearance of the name of the editor/translator, Johannes Lonicerus (14991569), who was not only a humanist but a Reformed theologian as well.
§ Hoffmann III, 421; Adams S-1454; not in VD16; not in Hieronymus, Griechischer
Geist aus Basler Pressen (1992).
See additional photo on next page !
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The Third Known Copy?
23. TITELMANS, Franciscus. Le traicte de l’exposition des misteres de la Messe.
Deux expositions du Sainct Canon d’icelle (Tr. C. Hilaire). Lyon: N. Petit, 1544.
$850
8vo, [4], 92 leaves (fol. 1 misnumbered 9, with other inconsistent numbering);
woodcut ornamental initials. Modern brown calf, gilt in Renaissance style; lower
margin of title page with brownish stain and with a repair (touching three letters
of imprint). Armorial bookplate of the noted Lyon bibliophile Maurice
Desgeorge.
FIRST EDITION of the first vernacular edition of Titelmans's work on the
mysteries of the Eucharist and Incarnation, with heavy emphasis on the necessity
to allow the Holy Spirit to enter one’s soul and to ask for its presence in prayer.
The second part, with separate title page, deals with the explication of the
liturgical prayers and their symbolism. The first Latin edition of these two
treatises, titled Tractatus de expositione mysteriorum Missae. Sacri canonis Missae
duplex expositio, was issued at Antwerp in 1528.
The Flemish Franciscan scholar Franciscus Titelmans (also Franciscus
Hasseltensis, 1502–1537), is best known for his bitter polemic with Erasmus over
New Testament exegesis; as a stubborn upholder of the orthodox scholastic
tradition, Titelmans attacked the new humanistic method represented especially
by Erasmus.
Of this first edition of the earliest vernacular translation only two copies are
known (besides the present: see reference below).
§ Brunet V, 868-869 ("Traduction rare"); Gültlingen VII, 100 (locating only Lyon
BM; OCLC adds BNF).
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Very Scarce German-Latin Georgics
24. VIRGIL. [German & Latin] P. Virgilii Maronis Georgicorum libri IIIII [sic]. In
usum studiosae iuventutis Germanicè redditi & editi à M. Stephano Riccio Seniore. (Tr.
& Ed. Stephan Reich). Erfurt: Esaias Mechler, 1580 (colophon: 1585).
SOLD
Two parts in one volume, 8vo, [8], 160 [misn. 106]; 144 leaves; one full-page
woodcut illustration; woodcut initials; German text printed in gothic, Latin in
italic. Early boards, front joint cracked but holding; early stamp on title verso of
a German library; two pages with early Latin marginalia; ink stains on two
pages, some light browning due to quality of paper; overall a fine copy.
A little known and very scarce German-Latin edition of Virgil's Georgics intended
for young students. The translator-editor, Stephan Reich, known under his
latinized name Riccius (1515-1588), was an educator and Lutheran pastor, who
published school commentaries on other Greek and Roman authors (Hesiod,
Terence, Cicero, et al.), as well as German translations of various Biblical books.
Each book is preceded by Reich's German summary of its theme. Embedded into
the text of the German prose translation, which is printed in gothic, are frequent
Latin words or phrases from the Georgics, which are printed in italics in Books III and in roman in Books III-IV. The full-page woodcut depicts a scene of
beekeeping from Book IV.
Reich's Georgics was first printed in two separate parts in 1571 and 1572, at
Görlitz and Leipzig respectively (see VD16, V1563 and V1564). The present is
therefore the first complete edition; both this and the earlier editions are of
remarkable scarcity, none being represented in any American collection. (NOTE:
I have found no other example of any copy with the misprint "IIIII" for "IIII" on
its title).
§ VD16, V1565; USTC 682101; Kallendorf, p. 239; Schweiger 2, 1206.
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The Earliest Historical Novel
25. XENOPHON [Greek]. Ξενοφῶντος Κύρου παιδείας βιβλία τέτταρα
Α.Β.Γ.Δ. Xenophontis Cyri paediae libri quatuor priores. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1538.
4to, 126, [2] pp. Printed entirely in Greek, except for three lines of title and
imprint; woodcut printer's device [Renouard 1115] on title and last leaf; woodcut
historiated Greek initials.
$2,400
BOUND WITH:
XENOPHON. [Greek]. Ξενοφῶντος Κύρου παιδείας βιβλία τέτταρα
Ε.Ζ.Η.Θ. Xenophontis Cyri paediae libri quatuor posteriores. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1539.
139, [1] pp. Printed entirely in Greek, except for three lines of title and imprint;
woodcut printer's device [Renouard 1119] on title and last leaf; woodcut
historiated Greek initials.
BOUND WITH:
HERMOGENES. [Greek]. Ἑρμογένους τέχνη ῥητορικὴ τελειοτάτη. Hermogenis
Ars Rhetorica absolutissima. Paris: Chr. Wechel, 1538. 32 pages. Printed entirely in
Greek, except for two lines of title and imprint; woodcut printer's device
[Renouard 1119] on title; woodcut historiated Greek initial at beginning of text.

The three works bound together in handsome modern calf, five raised
bands on spine, original red edges; some light, inoffensive foxing. At foot of
first title page is an ownership inscription in a contemporary hand; the name has
been cancelled in ink, but the Christian name ('Joannes') can be made out, as well
as 'Carpentoractensis' (i.e. of Carpentras).

The second separate printing of the Greek text of Xenophon's Cyropaedia
("Education of Cyrus"), a biography of Cyrus the Great, merging fact with fiction,
so that this work is commonly regarded as the earliest historical novel.
Xenophon's straightforward style and didactic approach made the Cyropaedia a
popular text in Renaissance and seventeenth-century classrooms. The work was
separately printed for the first time at Louvain, in 1527 (Hoffmann III, 581).
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Part I consists of the first four books, and part II of the last four. Both parts were
produced with generous margins for entering the student's notes. A
contemporary hand has entered marginalia on seven pages of Book I.
Bound with the two parts of Xenophon's Cyropaedia is the Progymnasmata of
Hermogenes of Tarsus, the second-century rhetorician. The Progymnasmata, the
first of five works in which Hermogenes presented a complete course in school
rhetoric, was for three centuries the standard elementary introduction to the
study of the subject, until it was replaced by the abridgment made by
Aphthonius.
§ XENOPHON: Brunet V, 1492 ("édition peu commune"); Moreau V, 1117 and 1535;
Hoffmann III, 583; HERMOGENES: Moreau V, 921; not in Hoffmann.
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